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 What is GPUOpen?

– Currently, we have divided console & PC development

– Black box libraries go against the philosophy of game development

– Game developers are smart and inquisitive

– Game devs extract the last bit of performance or functionality from a computer system

– Game devs want to bend the HW to their will

– This relentless quest is what enabled successive waves of real-time graphics innovation in console and PC games

– Examples: TressFX porting to XBox One, Dreams by Media Molecule

– To achieve this developers need knowledge of the HW, get the tools to program this HW efficiently, and need to be able to 

share this knowledge

– Game development industry believes strongly in the philosophy of sharing knowledge

• Industry conferences (GDC, SIGGRAPH, etc.)

• Carmack’s .plan file

– AMD wants to help developers. Helping developers ultimately benefits end-users through better content.
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 MIT license: No fiddling with licenses – open means open
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 One blog post a week minimum
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 What is GPUOpen?

– Part of what makes up GPUOpen is a website: gpuopen.com

• Summary pages for GPUOpen projects

• Developer-focused blog posts

 I’m going to cover this very quickly

 You all know how to use a browser, and hopefully the navigation on gpuopen.com is intuitive

 But I want to briefly cover how the site is organized

 Two halves. We will be focusing on Games & CGI

 I encourage you to look around the Professional Compute section also

– But we do not have time to cover that today
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 Three tabs across the top

– Effects

– Libraries & SDKs

– Tools

 This slide shows Effects

– AOFX, GeometryFX, ShadowFX, TressFX
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 Libraries & SDKs contains a variety of content
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 More will be coming to the Tools section in the next release

 We will cover this later in the talk
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 The three tabs on gpuopen.com each map to an organization on GitHub

– Effects

– Libraries & SDKs

– Tools
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 The three tabs on gpuopen.com each map to an organization on GitHub

– Effects

– Libraries & SDKs

– Tools
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 The three tabs on gpuopen.com each map to an organization on GitHub

– Effects

– Libraries & SDKs

– Tools
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 Okay, back on gpuopen.com, each project has a summary page
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 Here is the summary page for GeometryFX, as an example
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 And then up at the top is a link to the corresponding GitHub repository
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 Full source code

 MIT license

 Pull requests
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 Full source code

 MIT license

 Pull requests
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 The source is all there, including shaders

 Note, currently all of the Effects have full source, as do many of the repos in Libraries & SDKs. However, some of the content in 

Libraries & SDKs has source for the samples but still distributes the core library as a DLL

– We will be open-sourcing more of this going forward

– Legal review takes time

– Code cleanup takes time
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 Let’s quickly run through what is currently available
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 Remember the three tabs on gpuopen.com

– Effects, Libraries and SDKs, Tools

– These next few slides are Effects
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 We’ve talked about TressFX before at GDC

 We’ve had an example implementation for a while

 The GPUOpen version is the latest and greatest
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 Very scalable. Exposes many parameters for perf vs. quality tradeoffs

 Multi-layer approach that provides fine details and smooth, alias-free global ambient occlusion

 Takes depth buffer or depth+normal buffers as input

 The AOFX project can also serve as a sandbox for experiments with other AO techniques
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 Optimized for GCN, but runs on everything

– (The other effects are also optimized for GCN but run on everything)

 The ShadowFX library can also serve as a sandbox for experiments with other shadow filtering techniques
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 Remember the three tabs on gpuopen.com

– Effects, Libraries and SDKs, Tools

– These next few slides are Libraries & SDKs

 Motion-to-photon latency very important in VR

 High def per eye at 90-hz refresh

– e.g. 2160 x 1200 (1080 x 1200 per eye) at 90

– Vs. 1920x1080 at 60

– Half a million (518400) more pixels, or 25% more pixels

– Only roughly 11 ms to do it vs. 16 ms

– Actually less than 11 ms in practice (vendor runtime warp, etc.)

 LiquidVR provides a set of features to increase performance and reduce latency

 In addition to what is on the slide, LiquidVR contains the following:

– GPU-to-GPU Resource Copies

• Copy resources between GPUs with explicit control over synchronization

– Direct-to-display

• HMD vendors are using this to further reduce latency

• Not exposed in the public LiquidVR API
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 AGS is a convenience wrapper to expose AMD-specific functionality in DX11

 Closer access to the GPU, more information about the GPU

 If you’ve ever wondered how we calculate flops for GCN GPUs, here is the magic formula:

Clocks per second * NumCUs * 64 instructions per clock per CU * 2 floating point ops per instruction for MAD = floating point 

ops per second
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 AGS is how you get at the DX11 driver extensions for AMD

 One of the three principles: closer access to the GPU

– Or more control of the GPU

 UAV overlap, depth-bounds test, multi-draw indirect

– Improve performance

 UAV overlap

– Without this extension, in stock DX11, driver does not have enough information to know if there is a RAW hazard and has to 

assume the worst

– Flush, bad for perf

– This extension allows you to tell the driver it can skip the flush

 Depth-bounds test

– Optimize deferred lighting

 Multi-draw indirect

– Reduce draw call count (save DX11 driver CPU overhead)

– Also the GPU CP can pre-fetch the count so it doesn't stall on every single draw
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 AGS is also how you get Crossfire and Eyefinity info

 And we have exposed the Crossfire API as a recent addition
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 Speaking of the explicit Crossfire resource sync API, let’s go over it because it is going to be important to get good multi-GPU 

scaling with DX11

 DX11 multi-GPU

– The driver does alternate-frame rendering (AFR) for you under the hood

– If the app is fully AFR-friendly, you can get nearly 2x scaling with 2 GPUs

– But apps are often not fully AFR-friendly (for legitimate reasons)

 Driver can’t kick off copy until present
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 With the Crossfire API, you can start the copy earlier in the frame, improving multi-GPU performance

 The CrossfireAPI11 sample also contains extensive documentation:

– AMD Crossfire guide for Direct3D 11 applications
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 There are lots of individual samples in the Libraries & SDKs section
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 GPU accelerate your offline baking, e.g. GI

 BVH = Bounding Volume Hierarchy

 Will have more from the tools team later in this session about what is coming in the next release
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 Regarding multi-GPU support, the example render is from the 3dsmax plug-in and shows a 1.75x perf increase going from 1 to 2 

GPUs

 And the GPU-accelerated render, even with a single GPU, will be much faster than rendering on the GPU

 So again, take a look at these tools to accelerate any offline rendering you have in your pipelines
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 We’ve covered two of the three tabs

– Effects, Libraries & SDKs

 Now the third tab: Tools

 Pictured on the left is the venerable GCN compute unit

 CodeXL Analyzer CLI lets you get resource usage stats and ISA source listings for your shaders
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 In case you are wondering, the name Tootle is inspired by the pronunciation of T. O. O. Tool (Triangle Order Optimization Tool)

 Tootle integrated into the asset pipeline for Warframe by Digital Extremes

 We are starting to see it integrated into the asset pipelines at other studios
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 One of the three GPUOpen princples was to engage with the developer community

 Technical blog posts are one of the ways we are doing this
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 Back on gpuopen.com, over to the left, there is a list of blog posts

 HW information, programming tricks, performance advice, etc.
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 Chris Brennan is a GPU Hardware Architect and drives the fixed function graphics pipelines and compression

 Give PC developers more knowledge of the GPU

 Color render targets are stored in a lossless compressed format

 The shader core can read the compressed color

 If arbitrarily bit-packing fields into a G-Buffer, put highly correlated bits in the Most Significant Bits (MSBs) and noisy data in the 

Least Significant Bits (LSBs) of each channel. This will compress better because it responds similarly to typical data patterns.
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 Written by those directly involved in Vulkan

– Directly involved in defining Vulkan

– Directly involved in implementing the AMD driver for Vulkan
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 There are blog posts corresponding to each of the three tools projects covered in the “Currently Available” section
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 This “next release” is coming in the mid-April 2016 timeframe
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 Once again, the venerable GCN compute unit

 Branching in a CU, e.g. if-else

– 64-bit execution mask

– If all threads in a wavefront take the same path, e.g. the if case, the CU can skip the work of the else case

– But this happens at execution time. The compiler has to assume some threads might take the if and some the else

– And so the compiler has to allocate resources for both the if and else

 Ballot returns a bitfield for the execution mask

 If your algorithm is structured so that you can say, “only execute this branch of the if-else when all threads evaluate the 

conditional to the same value”, then you can use ballot

 In example code, if all threads evaluate x to true, do foo, else do bar

– Now the compiler knows foo and bar are *exclusive* 

– So if foo needs 4 registers and bar needs 4, it can allocate 4 instead of 8 for if ( x ) { foo; } else { bar; } 
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 These useful shader optimizations are available on consoles. How can you get to them on PC?

 Much of what is needed is already in Vulkan SPIR-V

– The details of what specific GLSL to write to get at this are still being finalized

 For DX11/DX12, we will be exposing this via extensions
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 Here is the full list of what will be exposed
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 Remember the three tabs

– Effects, Libraries and SDKs, Tools

– GeometryFX is Effects

 Also will be continuing work on TressFX

– Optimizations

 For Libraries & SDKs, we will have Vulkan samples and more D3D12 samples

 And we will be continuing to open source more code
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 In the live presentation, Jean-Normand Bucci came on to talk about how they took open-source TressFX and improved it and 

incorporated it into their PureHair technology
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 JN’s content is not included in these slides
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